
       

 

 

Description: A Python 2.7 program csfind.py to list the regular files in a directory specified as a command line 
argument, such that the files listed by the program match a given regex pattern and/or the file contents match a 
given regex pattern, given as command line options. The bonus part of this assignment extends the program to 
recursively walk a directory tree to perform the matching and file listing. 

Assignment: In this programming assignment the task is to implement a Python 2.7 program csfind.py to list the 
regular files in the directory specified as a command line argument. The program takes two options. Option -name 
<regex> causes the file names listed to match the regex pattern specified. Option -grep <regex> causes the 
program to search the contents of each file (that matches -name <regex> when specified), matching its text lines 
against the specified regex pattern. For each match found in the file, list the file pathname with line number and 
the line that matches the regex pattern. 

 

The following examples use the ‘Sample_1’ files that can be downloaded from 
http://www.cs.fsu.edu/~engelen/courses/COP4342/Sample_Cases_Asg2.tar 

 

With no options specified, csfind.py lists the regular files in the specified directory (it skips directories and other 
non-regular files when present). Note that the full pathnames are shown: 

 

 

The -name option matches file names in the directory against the specified regex pattern and shows the full 
pathnames of the matching files found: 
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The -grep option matches file contents against the specified pattern and only lists the files with the contents shown 
for each line the matches: 

 

 

With both -name and -grep options specified, the matching files and file contents are listed: 

 

 

The following Python modules provide the functionalities you are looking for: 

• The Python argparse module https://docs.python.org/2.7/library/argparse.html to parse command line 
arguments and options. Recommended is to take a look at the argparse tutorial positional arguments 
https://docs.python.org/2.7/howto/argparse.html#introducing-positional-arguments to extract the single 
required directory argument and https://docs.python.org/2.7/howto/argparse.html#short-options  to 
parse the two options with their regex option arguments (strings), namely -name and -grep. Experiment 
with this module first e.g. by printing the argument and option values, before implementing the rest of the 
assignment. 

• The Python os module to extract a list of files with the os.listdir() method. Then iterate over this list for 
each item to check if the item is a regular file (see the link for the stat module below for an example). 

• The Python stat module to check for regular file properties, https://docs.python.org/2.7/library/stat.html 
shows how to use the os and stat modules to obtain a list of files and check for regular file modes. 

• The Python re module https://docs.python.org/2.7/library/re.html#regular-expression-objects provides a 
re.match() method to compare strings against a pattern (be warned: re.match() matches the first part of 
the string only, so add a “$” to the end of the regex pattern, e.g. as in re.match(pattern + “$”, string) 
 

Command line options: csfind.py takes two options with arguments, -name <regex> and -grep <regex>. 
 
Exit code: csfind.py exits normally with a zero status code. 

 



Bonus to earn 2% extra credit for your final grade: improve your csfind.py program by walking the directory tree 
to match files. An example output of the extended program is shown below: 

 
 
Helpful hints: to implement csfind.py you will likely need the following: 

• A hashbang with /usr/bin/python2.7 to direct the shell to use Python 2.7 to run the csfind.py script. 
• At the end of your script add: 

if __name__ == '__main__': main() 
to run your function main() with your program logic (recommended). 

• Use open() with “r” to open a file for reading, but only when the -grep option is used, to look for matching 
lines to display using print which should produce the following output for each matching line: 
<pathname> <lineno> : <line> 

• If option -grep is not used, then display the pathname of the file only. 
• If option -name is used, then display only information pertaining the files that match. 
• Regex pattern match with re.match() or compiled object.match() (we’re not using globbing!). 
• Visit https://docs.python.org/2.7/library/stat.html for inspiration. 

Submission	Requirements:	A	tar	file	named	‘yourCSusername_asg5.tar’	containing	the	following	files:-	

[1].	The	./csfind.py	Python	script	source	code	(with	bonus	functionality,	when	implemented).	
	
Grading	Policy:	Points	distribution:-	

	
					[1].	Code	Readability									 (20	points)	
					[2].	Test	Cases																				 (80	points)	

	
Individual	parts	of	the	implementation	will	not	be	graded	separately	for	correctness.	There	will	be	several	
cases	to	test	the	implementation	logic	as	a	whole.	Also,	keep	in	mind	that	your	code	will	be	tested	on	linprog.	
Students	should	test	their	code	thoroughly	on	the	linprog	server	before	submission	

Miscellaneous:  

Honor code policy will be strictly enforced. Write the code by yourself and protect your submission.  
 
Key	Concepts:		Python	programming,	file	locator	
	
Python	modules:	argparse,	os,	re,	stat	and	optionally	sys.	Python	functions:	open	


